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To the Sole Shareholder
In our capacity as statutory auditors, we hereby report to you for the year ended March 31,
2015:
- The audit of the annual financial statements of the Company TATA CONSULTANCY
SERVICES FRANCE, as appended to this report;
- The justification of our opinion;
- The specific verifications and information required by law.
The annual accounts have been approved by the Chairman. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these accounts based on our audit.
I. Opinion on the annual accounts
We conducted our audit in accordance with the auditing standards in France; these standards
require applying the highest level of diligence, so that we may be reasonably assured that the
financial statements are free from material misstatements. An audit involves examining, on a
test basis or through the use of any other selection methods, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also involves assessing the accounting
principles used, any significant estimates made and the overall presentation of the financial
statements. We believe that the information we have collected provides a reasonable basis for
our opinion.
We certify that the annual statements are, in accordance with French accounting rules and
principles, regular and sincere, and give a faithful idea of the result of the past fiscal year and
of the financial position and portfolio at the closure of the accounts.
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Without qualifying our opinion we draw your attention to the note "other significant elements
of the financial year" of the notes which mentioned the assessment criteria retained by the
company to approve the accounts with the going concern principle.
II. Justification of our opinion
Pursuant to the provisions of Article L. 823-9 of the Commercial Code relating to
the grounds for our assessments, we hereby bring to your attention the following information:
As stated in the first part of this report, the note "other significant elements of the financial
year" of the notes specifies the assessment criteria selected by the company to approve the
accounts with the going concern principle.
We examined the facts and figures mentioned in this respect, which are particularly relating to
the financial liabilities of your group and the projected data of your company.
Based on our work and the information made available to us, and with respect to our
assessment of the accounting policies used by your company, we believe that the notes to the
financial statement provides an appropriate information on the situation of the company on a
going concern basis.
These appraisals fall within the scope of our overall procedure for auditing annual accounts,
and have therefore contributed to our opinion as presented in the first part of this report.
III. Specific verifications and information
We also performed, in accordance with professional standards generally accepted in
France, the specific verifications required by law.
Except for information referred to in the first part of this report, we have no comment to make
as to the fair presentation and consistency with the annual accounts of the information given
in the Chairman’s management report and in the other documents sent to the sole shareholder
with respect to the financial position and the annual accounts.
Neuilly-sur-Seine, on June 2, 2015
Statutory auditor
Deloitte & Associates

R J Alex LEGON
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Appendices
PREAMBLE
The financial year ended on 03/31/2015 has a period of 12 months.
The previous financial year ended on 03/31/2014 had a period of 12
months.
The total balance sheet of the financial year excluding net income is 39,867,610,00E.
The net income is a loss of 2,816,067.68 E.
The information provided below are an integral part of the annual accounts that have been prepared by the
management.

RULES AND ACCOUNTING METHODS
The following conventions have been applied in compliance with the principle of prudence, in accordance
with the following basic rules:
- Principles of going concern,
- Consistent accounting policies from one financial year to another.
- Independence of financial years.

1) Fixed assets.
- Depreciation on fixed assets: the assets liable to undergo a depreciation are depreciated according to the
linear mode on the basis of their economic lifespan.
- Provision for depreciation of assets: they are built to take account of the risks of uncollectibility relating
to the existing asset on the date of closure of the accounts.
The accounts have been prepared in accordance with the regulations of the Accounting Regulatory Committee.
Tangible fixed assets are valued at their cost of acquisition or production, taking the costs necessary for
the state of use of these goods, and after deduction of trade discounts, rebates, trade credits regulations
obtained. The depreciation periods are the following in linear mode:
- General installations, fittings, facilities: from 3 to 10 years
- Hardware and desktop computer: 3 years
- Furniture: 5 to 10 years
Intangible fixed assets are valued at their cost of acquisition. The intangible assets item includes acquired
software. Their depreciation period is equivalent to 1 year pro rata temporis for some, 3 years and 5 years
for other software.
Financial assets are considered at their face value. A depreciation allowance is made when the inventory
value is lower than the book value.
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Appendices (contd.)
The following decisions were taken at the level of the presentation of the annual accounts:
- Separable fixed assets:
The company has not been able to define the decomposable fixed assets or the breakdown of the latter
does not offer any significant impact,
- In-separable fixed assets:
The impact of the change of depreciation plans for the application of durations of use is not significant,
the company has opted for the maintenance of usage periods for the depreciation of goods further broken
down.

2) Receivables
Receivables are considered at their nominal value. A depreciation allowance is made when the inventory
value is lower than the book value.
Foreign currency receivables and payables are converted into and recorded in euro using the exchange
rate on the transaction date.
At the end of the financial year, assets and debts are subject to a reassessment based on exchange rates
at the end of the financial year.
When the application of the conversion rate on the closing date has the effect of altering the amounts
previously accounted, the exchange differences arising on translation are recorded in suspense accounts,
pending subsequent adjustments:
 To the assets in the balance sheet for the differences corresponding to a unrealized loss (exchange rate
differences);
 Under the liabilities for differences corresponding to an unrealized gain (unrealized foreign exchange
gains).
Unrealised exchange rate losses lead to the constitution of a provision for risks.

3) Foreign currency bank accounts
The operations of foreign currency bank accounts are recorded for their exchange value at the date of
their transaction. Update of the foreign currency balance is carried out each end of the month and
recorded in the profit and loss statement as financial income or expenses.

4) Investment in securities
Investments in securities are valued where appropriate outside acquisition costs, these expenses subject
to a direct registration charges.
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Appendices (contd.)
In the balance sheet, the value of inventory is updated in accounting according to the present value of securities
listed on 31/03 of the exercise, data transmitted by the financial institution to which the securities are listed.
The gains or losses are recorded in the income statement as financial income or expenses.
In the event of financial investment in transferable securities in foreign currency, these operations are
considered for their counter-value on the date of their transaction. Update of the foreign currency
balance is carried out each end of the month and recorded in the income statement under financial income
or expenses.

5) Provisions for Disputes
Provision is made when it is probable or certain that this will entail a risk of exit of resources that is
not at least matched by an equivalent consideration.
Labor arbitration disputes shall be analyzed and where appropriate give rise to the establishment of a
provision for risks.
6) ACCOUNTING, PRESENTATION OF THE CICE
Article 66 of law no. 2012-1510 of December 29, 2012 of the amending finance for 2012 has created a tax
credit for competitiveness and employment (IECC). In this respect, an income of 151,087 euros is entered
in the accounts closed on 31/03/2015, a decrease of personnel costs in accordance with the briefing note
February 28, 2013 of the Accounting Standards Authority (ANC).
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OTHER SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS OF THE EXERCISE
The assumption of “going concern” principle has been chosen during the accounts closing on March 31, 2015
taking into account the fact that:
 Short-term debts consist of debts to the group which clearance will be done so as to preserve
the ability of the company to honor all its external parties;
 The forecasts of activity for the next financial years are a situation of positive net result in the
short term.
The tax dispute resulted on the exercise by the cancellation of adjustments on the part of the tax
administration.
The international group TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES has incorporated new companies in 2014.
During the financial year ended on March 31, 2015, new billing flows between Tata Consultancy Services
France and the group have occurred, in particular with ALTI, which explains the strong variation of the
line item transfers of charges of 5.8 M€.
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Appendices (contd.)
Notes on the Asset balance sheet
Fixed assets
The movements of the financial year are detailed in the tables below:
Gross fixed assets = 2,966,434 E
Fixed assets
At the opening
Intangible assets
917 857
737
739
Tangible fixed assets
390 023
Financial assets

TOTAL

2 045 619

Increase

Reduction

At the closing
917 857
1 517 227

779 EUR
141 488
327

531 350

920 815

2 966434

Depreciation and provisions of active = 1,339,258 E
Depreciation and provisions
At the opening
Intangible assets
646 622
283 Nos
Tangible fixed assets
723
Investment in equity method
Other financial assets

TOTAL

930 34
5

Increase

Reduction

At the closing

180 215
228 Tot
al
698

The 837
re EUR
512
are 421
826

408 913

1 339 258

Details of fixed assets and depreciation at the end of the period
Nature of fixed assets
Software
Installation and fittings
IT infrastructure
Furniture
Current assets - computers
Current assets – Other IT infra.

TOTAL

Amount

Depre.

917 857
253 777
449 164
650 482
25 Case
467
s
138 338

The 837
114
re 20
2
222
are 116
176 103
826
0
0

2 Ł43 085
5

1 339 25
8

Net Value
91
139
227
474
25
138

Duration

020
From 1 to 5 years
575 From 3 to 10 years
048
3 Years.
379
10 Years
467
Non deprec.
338
Non deprec.

1 095 827

Statement of receivables = 32,691,589 E
State of receivables
Gross Amount
Fixed assets
531 350
Current assets & prepaid expenses
32 160 239

TOTAL

32 691 589

At one year At more than a year
531 350
32 160,239

32 160,239
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Appendices (contd.)
Notes on the balance sheet asset (contd.)
Provisions for depreciation = 125,156 E
Nature of provisions
Inventories and trade receivables
Third party account
Financial accounts

TOTAL

At the opening
83 401

83 401

Increase
125 156

Used Unused At the closing
83 401

125 156

125 156 83 401

125 156

Accrued income in the income statement = 3,782,785 E
Accrued income
Financial assets
Trade accounts receivables
Other receivables
Cash balance

TOTAL

Amount
3 551 366
231 419

3 782 785

Prepaid expenses = 2,788,610 E
Prepaid expenses consist only ordinary expenses whose impact on the result is carried forward to a later
period.
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Appendices (contd.)
Notes on the liabilities balance sheet

Share capital = 300 000 E
Movements of securities

No.

Securities at the beginning of the
financial year
Securities issued
Securities reimbursed or canceled

Securities at the end of the year

Nominal value

Share capital

300

1000,00

300 000

300

1000,00

300 000

Provisions = 490,461 E
Nature of
provisions

At the opening

Regulated provisions
Risk provisions

TOTAL

390,855

390,855

Increase

Used

343,461

Unused

243,855

343,461

At the closing
490,461

243,855

490,461

Debts = 43,838,917 E
Debts

Total Amount

Credit institutions
Miscellaneous financial debts
Vendors
Tax and social security liabilities
Debts for fixed assets
Other debts
Unearned revenue

TOTAL

3,474
17,101
32,226,748
8,141,355
569,951
2,880,287

43,838,917

From 0 to 1
year
3,474
17,101
32,226,748
8,141,355

From 1 to 5
years

More than 5
years

569,951
2,880,287

43,838,917

Accrued liabilities in the income statement = 9,226,547 E
Accrued liabilities

Amount

Bank borrowings
Loans and miscellaneous financial debts
Vendors
Tax and social security liabilities
Other debts

TOTAL

4 039 969
4 616 627
569 951

9 226 547

Unearned revenue = 2,880,287 E
The unearned revenue consists only ordinary products whose impact on the outcome is carried forward
to a later period.
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Appendices (contd.)
Notes on the balance sheet liabilities (contd.)
Additional information on the balance sheet
Variation on equity capital:

- Registered capital:
- Legal Reserve:
- Carry forward:
- Net operating results :
TOTAL

As on 31/03/2014
300,000
100,000
- 2,051,427.29
- 1,517,263.87
- 3,168,691.16

As on 31/03/2015
300,000
100,000
- 3,568,689.98
- 2,816,067.68
- 5,984,757.66
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Appendices (contd.)
Notes on the profit and loss statement

Breakdown of the revenue by geographical area = 67,300,708 E
The turnover of the financial year is broken down as follows (in thousands of euros) - including 8,392
Keuros are presented in charge transfer account:
Europe

66 227

UK

448

AMERICA

578

M.E.

25

ASIA PACIFIS

10

INDIA

12
67 300

Grand Total

Increases and reductions in future tax liabilities
Increases
Unrealized exchange losses as on 31/03/2015:
Corresponding

increase

in

future

Tax

152,662 €
liabilities:

50,887 €
ORGANIC Provision:
130,485
Effort Construction Provision:
78,162
Provisions/unrealized exchange losses as n 31/03/2015: 152,662
91,854
Unrealized exchange losses 31/03/2015:
Fixed Provision "doubtful" customer receivables:
125,157
Provision for losses on completion:
90,798
Deferrable fiscal deficit 31/03/2015:
11,153,238
Corresponding reduction in future tax liabilities:

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
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Other information relating to the profit and loss statement
The revenues and expenses for the year are included in the profit and loss statement of the financial
statements.
One will be able to refer to it as well as to the annual financial reports, documents which provide a more
detailed information.
The operating income take into account revenue related to contracts to progress. The corresponding
income is recognized as a function of the real technical progress of the project.
The line item transfer of charges is made up of rebilled charges for 10,899,739 euros.
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Appendices (contd.)
OTHER INFORMATION
Director’s remuneration
This information is not mentioned in this Annex, because it would lead indirectly to give an individual
compensation.

Average headcount
Employ
ees

Categories of employees

Time &
Material
211

Executives
Supervisors &technicians
Employees
Workers
Apprentices under
contract

TOTAL

211

0

Identity of the consolidating Parent company
Individual accounts of the company TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES FRANCE SAS are included in the
consolidation of the company TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES Switzerland Ltd (Swiss company) whose
headquarters is Chemin d'Eysins 47 - 1260 Nyon - Suisse.

Other additional information
Balances with subsidiaries as on March 31, 2015

- TCS INDIA:
- TCS AMERICA:
-TCS BELGIUM:
-TCS CHINA:
- TCS GERMANY:
-TCS NETHERLANDS:
- TCS SWEDEN:
-TCS SWITZERLAND. :
-ALTI FRANCE:

Receivables
726,508
703,623
139,307
146,763
97,199
55,678
171,590
6,557,372

Debts
23,580,532
326,659
14,518
66,916

4,085,863

All transactions with related parties have been conducted under normal market conditions.
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Appendices (contd.)
Commitments related to retirement benefits
Article L123-13 of the code of commerce requires each company to carry out the evaluation of its
commitments to social protection and enter the amount in the appendix to its balance sheet.
The statutory retirement age is set at 62 years. However, an employer can no longer retire an employee
before the age of 70 years. The impacts on social and fiscal policies are not the same depending on the
case. Exceptions are also provided for.
The collective convention of the Bureaux d'Etudes includes in terms of retirement a compensation to be
paid to employees which is equal to one month's salary per year of seniority, from five years of service
completed and one fifth of the month per additional year of seniority.
The total workforce of the company amounts to 211 employees. The majority of employees of the company
have a low seniority (less than five years). The impact of undertaking of the company in terms of
employment end allowances has progressed on the financial year following the continuous hiring of
"seniors" for the past 5 years. Taking into account the data of the company, the assumptions is mainly a
gross discount rate of 1.5 %, the total of the engagement under end-of-career allowances assessed on
31/03/2015 amounts to 455,422 €
The company has not signed any agreement in terms of end-of-career allowances and has not opted to
ascertain its undertakings in the form of provision.

Post-closure events

No subsequent event is having a direct link with an existing situation at the closing of the exercise and
having an influence on the property and the financial situation of the notable entity took place.
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Appendices (contd.)
Details of relevant items by the overlap of exercise
The detailed accounts in the following table concern the accounting entries relating to the independence of
financial years.

Income = 3,782,785 E
Income on trade accounts receivables

Amount

Customers – due for billing
Intercos Invoices to be made

TOTAL

Income on other receivables

2,620,229
931,137

3 551,366
Amount

Credits receivable
State - rbt has receive

132,091
99,328

TOTAL

231,419

Prepaid expenses = 2,788,610 E
Prepaid expenses

Amount
Project prepaid expenses
Amc prepaid expenses
Non-poc prepaid expenses
Fr.gen prepaid expenses

TOTAL

426,987
657,008
1,222,859
481,755

2 788,610

Accrued liabilities = 9,226,547 E
Accounts payables

Amount

Overheads Provision
Provision costs tcs non poc
Provision costs tcs poc
Subsidiaries and related parties provisions
Liabilities - others - expense ap accrual account for purchasing
Provisions costs amc

TOTAL

Tax Debts and social

1,995,089
1,877
993,374
390,968
215,977
442,684

4 039,969
Amount

Provision for accrued vacation pay)
Employees - other Accrued liabilities
State – accrued liabilities

TOTAL

Other debts

1,673,731
2,545,576
397,320

4 616,627
Amount

Trade receivables to be issued/rfa

569,951

TOTAL

569,951

Unearned revenue = 2,880,287 E
Unearned revenue

Amount
Unearned revenue
Other unearned revenue

TOTAL
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